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Abstract

Many mountain lions are killed in the state of California every year from roadkill. To reduce these numbers, it is important that a system be built to track where these mountain lions have been around. One such system could be built using the platform-as-a-service, Firebase. Firebase is a platform service that collects and manages data that comes in through a mobile application. For the development of cross-platform mobile applications, Flutter is used as a toolkit for developers for both iOS and Android. This entire system, Cat Tracks is proposed as a crowdsourcing platform to track wildlife, with the current focus on California mountain lions. By building such a system, researchers could use the data to save the lives of many mountain lions.
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I. Introduction

It has been stated that roadkill is considered among the biggest killer of mountain lions in the state of California by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife [3]. The California Department of Fish and Wildlife have also stated that more than 100 mountain lions are killed in a year on California roads. The unfortunate effect of this is lowering the mountain lion population and reducing their gene pool diversity [7]. Therefore, to preserve the mountain lion population, it has become increasingly important to track the mountain lions that are roaming around the area and study their movements to give insights into where they may be residing.

Figure 1. Photo of wildlife overpass. Credit: enjoythesilence.today [12]

This data can be used by wildlife specialists to designate areas for mountain lions to be restricted from the traffic coming in and place wildlife crossings, such as the one shown in Figure 1, in the effort of reducing the amount of roadkill on mountain lions [12].

Therefore, this project, Cat Tracks, is proposed to assist in the preservation of mountain lions. At its core, Cat Tracks is an application with a data collection backend to collect information on animals so
researchers may understand what wildlife is encountering traffic, and how they are affected. Cat Tracks aims to provide a platform for crowdsourcing information on animals, with the use case on mountain lions in the state of California.

For this paper, one of the main goals of Cat Tracks is to build and maintain a data collection and management system. Having a well-organized and maintainable system will allow the data to be processed efficiently and developers are able to focus more on developing the apps themselves. Thus, there are two parts to the Cat Tracks project. Building a highly scalable backend system to collect and manage data, and the mobile app itself to perform the actions to obtain the data to be sent and processed to the backend system.

One of the challenges that had to be addressed throughout the development of Cat Tracks was security. There had to be a way to ensure that malicious users were not able to gain access to the data or be able to write in the data that they did not have permission to write into.

Another challenge that had to be considered was the isolation of data. There had to be a way to ensure that users were able to create and delete their own photos, while other users were only allowed to view the photos as well as collect the associated metadata. It is also important that changes to the data are reflected on the app as they are happening.

Privacy is another aspect that had to be considered when developing the backend aspect of Cat Tracks. There had to be a way to make sure the data was only accessed by authorized users that had permission to view the data. For the public collection, there had to be a way to ensure that the data shown was not able to identify the user that uploaded the image in any meaningful way.

Then to go along with privacy concerns, there are two databases used for Cat Tracks. One that was specifically only for an individual user, and another that was open to the public to view any of the data contained in that collection and collect the metadata. Due to the use of two different databases that
used the same data, there had to be a way to maintain both databases to make sure that the data was consistent and that the data in the public collection was automatically adding in data as new data was being generated from the users themselves.

This paper is divided into six parts. The first part will discuss the underlying backend technology that was used for this project and what benefits it had to be chosen, along with the research related to this project. The second part will showcase the design of the project such as the architecture used for the overall platform. The third part will explain more in detail about the implementation of Cat Tracks. The fourth part will go into more of the limitations that went into Cat Tracks. The fifth part will discuss some of the future work planned for Cat Tracks. Then the sixth part will conclude the paper and go over future work.
II. Background

Firebase

Firebase is a platform from Google to build web and mobile applications [6]. It is a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)[15], providing many backend tools that developers can utilize when building their applications.

The appeal is that users will not need to build together their own backend technologies to use as part of their development. They can all be provided by Firebase itself. Firebase can handle all the backend technologies so that users may focus more on developing their app.

Due to Firebase providing its own technologies to store data, it can scale to high levels [6]. When developing a web or mobile application, it is important for it to take account of a possible large number of users connecting to the server and storing their own generated data as well. There is potentially no limit to what can be stored from the user.

Some of the many features Firebase provides is its authentication, file storage system, NoSQL database, cloud functions, machine learning tools, and analytics. It can also integrate with other Google products and services such as Google Cloud Platform. For this project, Firebase was chosen as the underlying backend technology, so during development it was not needed to search out different technologies to build a backend infrastructure. It was all provided just by using Firebase itself.

Firebase Authentication

Firebase Authentication provides different ways users can login to an application, including many 3rd-party authentications, such as using Google, Facebook, Twitter, and GitHub. This convenience allows users to have a variety of ways for logging into the application. It is also a secure way to handle authentication since app developers do not need to worry about building their own authentication
system. Users also have the convenience of not needing to create an individual account using the
standard email and password method. They can use a 3rd-party account that they feel comfortable
using as their login.

![Authentication Table]

**Figure 2. List of providers for sign-in methods**

As shown in Figure 2, there are a variety of providers for federated logins. The app developers using
Firebase can decide which sign-in provider they want to incorporate into their application.

Managing users through Firebase is also convenient. It is simply a list of all the users that have created
an account within the application. Furthermore, there is even a way to add users straight into Firebase
by just providing an email and password.
Figure 3. List of users for a Firebase system

From this UI as displayed on Figure 3, some basic user account information can be seen, the identifier, which is the user’s email or phone number, the provider, which in the case for Cat Tracks are Google accounts, the dates for when the account was created and last signed in, and the User UID so Firebase has a way for the developer to identify and keep track of individual users. With this, app developers can easily manage their users without the need of a separate database management system to store their users’ credentials.

One other feature about Firebase Authentication is being able to set email templates to be sent to users. Developers can set templates for different conditions and requests for the email addresses to receive.
There are a couple different email templates that developers can customize to be sent based on the criteria as shown in Figure 4, with these being basic templates that applications use. The advantage with Firebase provided email templates is that app developers do not need to use a separate email service to send out automated emails. Firebase can send out those emails itself as part of the backend service.

Cloud Firestore

Firebase offers two cloud-based database solutions, Realtime Database and Cloud Firestore. Both database solutions are also of NoSQL databases [6]. The Realtime Database stores data as a large JSON tree, and the structure of the database has a flat design without conforming to any normalization that would be required from a relational database [9]. This makes it ideal to store simple data that do not require complex queries.
However, for the scope of this project, Cloud Firestore was chosen as the database solution. One reason being that Firestore is the newest database developed by Firebase, meaning that it is more likely to be supported with additional updates and new features. Firestore also performs faster queries and scales further than Realtime Database [6]. Since Firestore does not use SQL, that means that SQL injection attacks would not be possible against Firestore [13].

Cloud Firestore stores its data into documents, which are then organized in collections. Each Document may have its own subcollection. This data model creates a flexible, hierarchical data structure for collecting and managing data [6].

![Cloud Firestore hierarchy of collections and documents](image)

*Figure 5. Cloud Firestore hierarchy of collections and documents*

As an example shown in Figure 5, users is a collection of UIDs, which each UID is a document containing fields, such as email and roles, for the data. Each UID also contains images as a subcollection.
Expressive querying is another capability that Firestore has for managing data [6]. Queries can retrieve a single, specific document or all the documents contained in a collection matching the query parameters. In addition, the queries can include a combination of filtering and sorting to present only a selection of the data. By default, the queries are indexed, as the performance is based on proportion of the result set rather than the data set. To go along with these queries, Firestore provides real-time updates with data synchronization on any connected device, with the design of making efficient single fetch queries.

One feature that Firestore has to offer is the offline support with caching data that the app is using. This means that the app can read, write, and query data even as the device is offline. Then when the device has an internet connection, any changes can be synchronized back to Firestore [6]. Furthermore, Firestore is designed to scale to the vastly large amounts of big data that gets generated by users.

**Cloud Storage**

As part of their backend services, Firebase also has Cloud Storage as their object storage service [6]. Much like Firebase’s database solutions, Cloud Storage is capable of scaling as an app grows larger.

When developing with Cloud Storage, the Firebase SDKs for Cloud Storage also contain Google security, making for safe uploads and downloads no matter what the network quality is. It is also integrated with Firebase Authentication so that developers have a simple solution for handling user authentication when using Storage [6]. This ensures that only the appropriate users are viewing files that they can view.

Furthermore, the operations for Cloud Storage are robust, meaning that uploads and downloads will resume where they stopped if there is a loss in connection. This will save time and bandwidth on the users of the application.

Firebase Cloud Storage is stored in Google Cloud Storage buckets. Meaning that it integrates with Google Cloud Platform, which allows the application to scale automatically. By using Firebase as the data
collection and management system, developers will not need to look for a separate cloud storage system. They would be using Firebase’s Cloud Storage, which is through the Google Cloud Platform. Cloud Storage for Firebase itself works much like a file system.

Cloud Functions

Cloud Functions is a framework that can run backend code from the cloud as a response to events happening from Firebase or HTTPS requests [6]. Developers can write code in JavaScript or TypeScript and have the code sit in Google’s cloud, which runs in a managed environment. The advantage with this approach is that there is no need for a developer to run and manage their own servers to listen for events to happen to activate code, Firebase can handle that instead.
Figure 7. Cloud Functions created for Firebase application

Once a Cloud Function is written and pushed into the Google Cloud, Firebase can show the functions that were created on a web page. This lets the developer see what functions are part of the Firebase project on a Dashboard, as shown in Figure 7, any errors as part of the Health of the functions, and shows what the activity has been going on from the logs and the usage of the Cloud Functions. With this information on hand, developers can see which functions are being triggered, if there are any issues with them, and how they could adjust for billing.

In the end, the reason why Firebase was chosen to be the backend of Cat Tracks was because of its ease of use and convenience. When building a data collection and management system, it would be more efficient to have all the tools and functions contained in a single service, so that it is easier to manage and maintain the data that is coming through Cat Tracks itself.

Firebase Hosting

Firebase provides their own fast and secure hosting for developers of web applications. The ease of use of Firebase Hosting is that developers can deploy their web content from just the command line. It is made so that a single command is all that is needed to deploy the app to Firebase [6].
How it works is that first the Firebase CLI is installed on a developer’s computer. This is a command-line tool that allows developers to deploy and manage their web applications to Firebase through Firebase Hosting. Then when the developer has a directory that they want to deploy to Firebase for their web application, they go to the directory via command line and use the “firebase init” command to set up that Firebase directory to a Firebase project, given that a Firebase project already exists for the developer. From there Firebase will set up all the configurations for the Firebase project, such as the directory of what files will be served publicly and some of the files where the Firebase Security Rules can be read from to be used for Cloud Storage and the Database.

When the developer wants to see their web application in action, there are two actions the developer can take to see it. If the developer merely wants to see it running locally, they can run the “firebase serve” command, where the Firebase CLI will set the web app to run on a localhost. Then the user goes to the localhost to see the web app running through a web browser. This way the developer can test out their web app before having it go live on the net.
However, if the developer wants to have the web application hosted on the internet, then the “firebase deploy” command is used, as Figure 8 shows, where Firebase will host the directory.
Figure 9. Firebase Hosting Dashboard showing domains for project

From the Firebase Hosting Dashboard, developers can see the website domains that their site is hosted on. By default, Firebase will provide a web.app and firebaseapp.com domain to every project that gets hosted on Firebase, which Figure 9 has an example of for Cat Tracks.

Each site hosted on Firebase is served with a secure connection, since Firebase will provide an SSL certificate to each site deployed. This will ensure that when users access the site, it will be done with a secured connection.

Flutter

The mobile application of Cat Tracks is built using the Flutter UI software development tool kit provided by Google [8]. It runs on the programming language, Dart [4], which is a programming language developed by Google to build multi-platform apps, and Flutter itself is developed to be able to run on both Android and iOS, without the need to have two separate code bases to develop on both mobile platforms. With the market share of mobile phones being predominantly Android and iOS, it would be efficient on the app developers to work with a tool kit and programming language that works natively on both Android and iOS, while also removing the specific limitations of native functionality [2]. With
having a single codebase working on both Android and iOS, developers can save time on not needing to develop in two different languages to work with the two different mobile operating systems.

**Figure 10. Mobile operating system market share worldwide. Credit: StatCounter [10]**

**Figure 11. Mobile operating system market share in United States of America. Credit: StatCounter [10]**
As shown in both Figures 10 and 11, while the worldwide market share may be predominately Android, the majority of the market share in the US is iOS, but Android is still a significant percentage of the market share [10]. Since the target focus of Cat Tracks is California, a state in the United States of America, it would make more sense to take account of both iOS and Android users, therefore creating a mobile app that works natively on both operating systems.

With both Flutter and Firebase being developed by Google, they are compatible with working together, with Flutter having its libraries make use of the Firebase platform [8]. The way Flutter works is that each part of the UI is considered a widget. On a screen, there may be several different widgets that each serve a different function. One key to working with Flutter is handling the states of widgets. In Flutter, a widget can be either Stateless or Stateful. The main difference is whether the state of the widget will change. For example, a Text widget that merely displays a message that does not change would be in a Stateless widget because the text itself is not changing. Whereas a Google Map widget that displays a map on the screen would be a Stateful widget, since the map would always be changing, such as when new markers are placed on the map.

According to Qadir et al. [13], Flutter is very secure. They noted that Flutter’s security vulnerabilities have not been fully discovered which means that security exploits have not been found in Flutter yet. Since Flutter receives regular updates, any possible security holes also get fixed in newer updates, so keeping Flutter updated to the latest version is an effective measure of making sure that the application is secured. Another way to ensure security with Flutter is the ease of being able to update dependencies. A developer merely needs to make sure that the dependencies are updated regularly to the latest version as the latest version will also have updated security fixes. A range of versions for dependencies can also be given to make sure that the dependencies are updated to the latest versions.
Related Works

There has been on-going research and development regarding both mobile applications and tracking, along with using Firebase as part of the infrastructure for their application. In [11] Mutiawani et al. proposed an Anti-Theft Vehicle Tracking System built on Android that used the Firebase database to track the location of the vehicle and the owner of the vehicle. Their application measured the distance between the user and their vehicle while being able to monitor it through Google Maps. In [9] Li et al. designed an Internet of Things system called JustIoT, which used Firebase as their backend database, such as for roles with different kinds of users, and subsequently the user authentication that Firebase provides. Darweesh et al. [5] presented how the distributed capabilities of Firebase on mobile nodes can lead to better image processing performance. They showed how Firebase makes communication easier for a mobile device using master and slave nodes. In [14] Rajappa et al. developed an Android application using Firebase for user authentication and its database to store data obtained from pinging beacons. In [2], Boukhary et al. proposed a Flutter Clean Architecture to deal with some of the state management issues that Flutter has. Where an issue they saw with Flutter was how the widget tree of Flutter’s UI could cause performance problems when a change in one widget could cause the rest of the widgets in the children or nested widgets to render as well. Qadir et al. [13] developed a cargo tracking system using Flutter that used Firebase as their backend server. They emphasized the importance of cross-platform development, that developing with a single codebase can reduce cost and time of development.
III. Design

The whole idea behind Cat Tracks is that it is a data collection and management system done through crowdsourcing. It is built through the Firebase platform from Google, which serves as an infrastructure to maintain the data provided by the users. Firebase provides its own database structure, called Firestore, which is used to store and track the metadata of images that are uploaded. Such metadata contains information on the images such as the geolocation of where the image was taken, and user-provided tags, both of which can be used for querying the data for insight of what kind of activities are coming from the users. Firebase also provides its own Cloud Storage for where user images are stored in the Cloud. These images can be used to appear on a map of where the images are taken to give a visualization of where the mountain lions may be roaming in the area.

For the simplicity of user authentication, it was decided to use Google login as a federated login for Cat Tracks. This way, there is no need to develop and maintain user authentication, as it can be provided by Google itself given that the user has their own Google account. Otherwise, it would be required for the user to create a Google account to use the Cat Tracks application.
Figure 12. Overall architecture design of Cat Tracks

Cat Tracks itself is a mobile application, which the overall design and procedure is shown in Figure 12. It works with a user logging into the application through their Google account. Then they take a picture of the mountain lion. Afterward, they input the tags they feel are appropriate for the image they have taken and then upload the image. Where it will be processed through the Google Cloud Service and stay in the image repository.
During the process of uploading the image, the metadata of the images will be written to Firestore, which can be used for querying the data, as seen in Figure 13. After that, a Cloud Function will be
triggered to write into a public collection that can be used to query the data for the public to see, as displayed on the log activity in Figure 14. This may entail showing a map of the images that have been collected so far that users can see where the mountain lions have been spotted.

**Security**

![Firebase Security Rules](image)

*Figure 15. Rules used for storage in Cat Tracks*

Security is handled by Firebase’s own security system called “Firebase Security Rules” for read and write access on the data, as shown in Figure 15. It has been set up to grant both read and write permissions to logged-in users, so they may see their own data. The Rules are applied to Firestore and Storage separately. This way access to either of them are not dependent on the rule settings of the other. Rules are also set up to prevent unauthorized access. It ensures that only authorized users may access their own data for both Storage and Firestore, and certain roles can access other data. For instance, someone with an admin role may have access to any of the data stored in the database. All in all, Firebase Security Rules are an extensible and granular way to secure an app’s data. Depending on the case, the rules can be simple or complex based on the sensitivity of the data carried by the app itself.
Along with the Rules in place for Firebase Security, there is also a need to enforce that only valid data is uploaded to the server. There may be cases of malicious users trying to get access to data they do not have access to or try to upload "junk" or inappropriate images to the server, which can then lead to issues when users use the application and see illegitimate images or data appear on the map. One such way to circumvent these malicious users is to make it so only “trusted” users have their data shown to other users. When users have been verified that the images they have uploaded are valid they may be marked as "trusted" users and the images they have uploaded to the server can be shown to any other user. A user marked as “trusted” will simply be a role assigned to them from Firebase itself.

One consideration that had to be accounted for during development was rate limits. Firebase is set up to charge based on the number of reads that are done on the application. Therefore, it is important to set a limit to how much a user could upload for some time. This was especially needed for the possibilities of bots using the applications and making rapid read or writes through the application, which would have driven up the cost charged by Google.

**Design with Flutter**

The mobile app of Cat Tracks was designed using Flutter. By using Flutter, each component on the screen is made up of a widget to control an action of the application. With Cat Tracks, a widget may be a button to log the user in or out of the application, or it could be another button used to open the camera on the phone to take a picture, and then another widget may be a text box to add tags for a taken photo. A widget of a map is also used to locate where different mountain lions have been found in the area.
With the use of Flutter, the entire app is written in the Dart programming language [4], which makes it so the Cat Tracks mobile app can run on both iOS and Android without the need of two different code bases for both platforms. This can be shown in Figure 16, with a GoogleMap widget written in Dart. Any slight differentiation between the Operating Systems can be handled in an individual folder for iOS and Android. One convenience with Flutter is that all the dependencies can be obtained just by including the dependency in a pubspec.yaml file, in which a command with Flutter can be used to get those dependencies. Then a file only needs to import the dependency to be able to use it.
**Metadata**

To keep track of the data for the images uploaded to the server, there are metadata information taken from each image as it is being uploaded. In Firestore, the following metadata are kept track of for each user in a User collection:

- **geolocation**: Which are the coordinates of the device when the picture was taken
- **imageID**: The ID provided to the image on upload, which is a hash based on the time the image was uploaded
- **imageURL**: The URL of the image itself after it is uploaded, which can be retrieved throughout the system of Cat Tracks
- **tags**: An array of user provided tags to describe the image
- **uploadTime**: The time of when the image was uploaded to the system

In the Public Collection, the metadata for each image is the same as in the except that there is one extra metadata kept track of:

- **trustedSource**: A Boolean that marks whether the image was uploaded by a user with a “trusted” role

Keeping track of the metadata is an integral part of Cat Tracks being a system for data collection and management. With the data collected, a query can be made based on the metadata to observe the kind of activity that has been going throughout the system. This will be important as researchers can view where mountain lions have been found and around the time they have been spotted. If researchers notice a cluster of mountain lions spotted in an area nearby traffic, they can take action to reduce the likelihood of a mountain lion having a collision with a vehicle.
The metadata also has uses throughout Cat Tracks itself. The imageID can let the system know what image is being processed. This is also to identify each unique image that gets uploaded to Cat Tracks. The imageURL is the location of the image itself on the internet. Anytime a file gets uploaded to Firebase a public download URL is given to that file. However, by design from Firebase these files are freely available for the purpose of file sharing to the public. It is up to the developer to be able to revoke the download URLs to prevent the files from being out in the public. This is only for public access to files. For private access to the files, the Firebase Security Rules would still have to be obeyed for access to the files.

For the tags metadata, these are the tags users are providing when they upload an image. In Firestore, the tags are stored as an array of strings. What these tags can be used for is that when searching for a particular type of wildlife, there can be a search by tags that will show all the images containing a particular tag. When it comes to statistical purposes, a look up on how many pictures have a tag associated with them may also be used with the tags. The uploadTime shows the time that the photo was uploaded. The purpose of this is to show the users when a photo was uploaded to Cat Tracks. This can be used to show how recent an animal was spotted when the image is taken and uploaded. In the case of mountain lions, the data for upload time can give time frames of when people spotted mountain lions around the area. If there were a sudden increase of mountain lions appearing within a particular time frame, wildlife researchers could investigate the kind of activities that went on and if the mountain lions were spotted in areas with high traffic.
On the public collections, which is the collection available for the public to see such as on the map, there is an additional field as can be seen in Figure 17, which is a Boolean for trustedSource. What this is supposed to signal is that the uploader of this image has the role of “trusted”. How this can be used is that users can set a toggle to only view images that have the same from a trusted source or they could see all images that have been on the public collection regardless of whether or not it came from a trusted source. This way there is a significantly less chance that the images shown came from malicious users if the user chooses to only view images that have been uploaded by trusted users.
IV. Implementation

Cat Tracks is developed as a mobile app. While it can work on iOS, it will be shown as an Android app in the screenshots below.

![Cat Tracks home screen](image)

*Figure 18. Cat Tracks home screen*

When launching the app, users will be presented with a home screen as shown in Figure 18, where they will need to log in with their Google account by entering their own Google account credentials. For the ease of creating and managing accounts on Firebase, Cat Tracks currently only allows for Google logins during this stage of development. Users will not be able to take and upload or view any photos until they have logged in.
When a user tries to login to their Google account, they will be taken to a screen to either select their Google account or to enter their credentials to login to their account. In the process, as shown in Figure 19, the mobile application will go through an asynchronous method to get the user authenticated with their Google account. When the user’s account has been authenticated, the Firebase Auth will use their Google account and set the application’s credentials to their Google account’s credentials. This will then set the state as the user being authenticated and logged in, which the user will stay logged in until they either logout or close out of the app.

```dart
void signInWithGoogle() async {

  final GoogleSignInAccount googleUser = await GoogleSignIn().signIn();
  final GoogleSignInAuthentication googleAuth = await googleUser.authentication;

  //Create Google Auth credentials to pass to Firebase
  final GoogleAuthCredential googleAuthCredential =
      GoogleAuthProvider.credential(
          accessToken: googleAuth.accessToken,
          idToken: googleAuth.idToken,
      );

  //Authenticate against Firebase with Google credentials
  await firebaseAuth.signInWithCredential(googleAuthCredential).then((userCredential) => {
    setState(() => {
      user = userCredential
    });
  });
}
```

Figure 19. Method to sign-in with Google account credentials
After a user has logged in, they can access a screen, as shown in Figure 20, where they can click on a button to open the camera on their device to take a photograph of their immediate surroundings.

Figure 20. Screenshot of picture upload screen
Once the photo is taken and accepted, they will be brought back to the screen and a preview of the image they have taken will be shown on screen as seen in Figure 21. From there they can add any tags they feel is appropriate for the photo.
Afterward, they can upload the photo to be stored inside a storage bucket. In Firebase, the Storage breakdown for files is through a file path of /user/{userID}/images/{imageID}, much like the storage path reference shown in Figure 22, and in these folders are the photos taken by each user.

These photos are used to track all the different mountain lions found roaming the area. This can also present possibilities about whether mountain lions have been found in locations near high traffic. The pictures used could also potentially identify the mountain lions that may have been in the area.

For each photo taken, there is some metadata information that gets taken to associate the photo with. Such information is the geolocation of where the device was when the photo is taken, which requires the user to enable and allow the Cat Tracks application to use location data. Other metadata information taken are the user ID, image ID, image URL, and user-inputted tags, and the time the photo was uploaded. While Firebase Storage does allow the addition of metadata to be given on uploaded files, it is recommended from the Firestore developers that the metadata be stored in a database to be tracked with the uploaded files rather than using the metadata attributes of a file uploaded to Storage [6].
After uploading inside the bucket, information on the photo will also be written to a Firestore entry, and then after writing to a Firestore entry, a Cloud Function, as shown in Figure 23, will activate to write the
same metadata from the photo into a public collection. The public collection, as shown in Figure 24, is created to be seen by anyone. The main purpose of this public collection is that everyone may be able to see the kind of activities going on with the Cat Tracks application and users can see where pictures have been taken and where mountain lions can be found roaming on a map. This public collection will include the image URL of the photo so that it can be referenced on a map to be viewed.

**Firebase Security Rules**

Both Firebase Storage and Firestore have a different set of rules for the Cat Tracks application.

```javascript
rules_version = '2';
service cloud.firestore {
  match /databases/(database)/documents {
    match /{document=**} {
      allow read, write: if false;
    }
    match /publicCollection/{docId} {
      allow read;
    }
    match /users/{userId}/images/{imageID} {
      allow read: if isConnected() || isOneOfRoles(resource, ['admin']);
      allow write: if belongsTo(userId) || isOneOfRoles(resource, ['admin']);
    }
    function isConnected() {
      return request.auth != null;
    }
    function getRole(rsc) {
      // Read from the "roles" map in the resource (rsc).
      return rsc.data.roles[request.auth.uid];
    }
    function isOneOfRoles(rsc, array) {
      // Determine if the user is one of an array of roles
      return isConnected() && (getRole(rsc) in array);
    }
    function belongsTo(userId) {
      return request.auth.uid == userId
    }
  }
}
```

*Figure 25. Firebase Security Rules on Firestore for Cat Tracks*
In both cases, the very first rule set is making it so that on all paths, "allow read, write: if false;" as seen in Figure 25, this enforces a strict rule that no access is allowed on the data unless another criterion is fulfilled to grant the user access to see the data. This is a simple security measure to prevent any unauthorized access to the data.

When it comes to Storage, a simple check is used to see if a user is logged in to allow reads on a user's image files. Then for writes to the user's storage bucket, such as uploading photos, there is a check to see if the user is logged in and if the user making the upload is the same as its assigned UserID.

For Firestore, there are a different set of security rules used to grant read and write access to the data. First, the Public Collection is set up, so anyone has read access. Due to the nature of publicly available data, it is important not to have too many restrictions on the data that anyone is free to look at and retrieve. This way anyone can see what kind of activity has been going on with the Cat Tracks application and where users have spotted mountain lions roaming the area.

Now for individual user data, Firebase Security Rules have been set up so that only authorized users can access the data. This means that the only users that can see a specific user's data are the user themself when they log in or users that have been given the "admin" role.

Map

With the geolocation taken from the metadata of uploaded images stored in the public collection, the map screen will display the points that have been collected on the map. When the map screen starts up, the app will take the geolocation of all the images in the public collection and for each image, it will place a marker on the map for that image. This way users can see firsthand what kind of activities have been going on with tracking wildlife, and what kind of wildlife has been spotted. In this case, users can see where mountain lions have been found in the area. The map screen itself does not require a user to
login to see the activity because it is pulling data from a public collection database and that data is available for anyone to see.

In the current state, the Map Screen will place a marker for every image coordinate that is in the Firestore public collection as Figure 26 has shown. Users can scroll through the map and see where markers have been placed on the map. With Cat Tracks, the focus is on the state of California and mountain lions. From looking at the markers, users can see what other users are reporting to where they have found mountain lions roaming in the area. From the markers themselves, it can be seen if the reported locations are around any areas with traffic nearby.

Figure 26. Map with markers to show the activity of where wildlife was spotted
Web Application

There is also a Web Application part of Cat Tracks. The web app portion works very similarly to the Map Screen of the mobile app. It takes from Firebase, the coordinates of all the images from Firestore and places markers of each of them on the map.

Figure 27. Google Map on web application with satellite

With the web application, users do not need to launch the mobile app on their mobile devices to view the activities that have been going on through the Cat Tracks system. They can go on the web application to see where wildlife has been spotted. For researchers, this will help them get a better view of what animals have been reported to be seen. For the state of California, a look at the map with a satellite view on a bigger screen, as an example displayed on Figure 27, can give a better overview to where mountain lions have been spotted in the area. If there have been multiple sightings of mountain lions near areas with traffic, then actions can be taken to prevent traffic collisions on mountain lions.
During development of Cat Tracks, additional use of the Web Application was to test out the functionality of Firebase to ensure that the backend service was working as intended. Such functionality testing included logging in through Google sign-in to test Firebase Authentication, and then creating a web page to upload photos and JavaScript files to test out the functionalities of Cloud Storage and Firestore, along with getting geolocation data as part of the metadata on images for Firestore as shown in Figure 28. Testing these functionalities is what gave a better understanding for the same Firebase functions when developing the mobile app.

**Image Viewer**

On Cat Tracks, there is an Image Viewer Screen where users can go to see what images they have uploaded to Cat Tracks.
Figure 29. Image viewer screen

From the image uploading process, when a user uploaded an image to Cat Tracks, a download URL was generated and written to the metadata associated with that image on Firestore. In the Image Viewer Screen, the mobile application takes each of the download URLs that were written from the images that a user has uploaded and displays the images on a list through a List View. The List View, as shown on Figure 29, contains a small image of each image they have uploaded along with the image name that was generated through Cat Tracks from the upload. This way users can scroll through the screen to see what images they have personally uploaded to Cat Tracks.

The implementation of this screen was to get all the documents for a user’s uploaded images and check which ones contained an imageURL field as part of its metadata. Then for each of these images display the image using the image URL on a row along with its image name. Making sure that an image document contained an image URL is a necessary step to ensure that an image does show up on a list.
V. Limitations During Development

During development of Cat Tracks, some limitations were encountered. It is worth mentioning that both Firebase and Flutter are relatively new technologies that are still undergoing development changes.

So, one difficulty encountered is how soon some of the libraries for both Firebase and Flutter became deprecated. Flutter itself is still a relatively new development kit, having its first stable release in December 2018. Thus, when major changes are put out from Flutter releases, some of the documentation for Flutter from a few years ago would be deprecated and obsolete in favor of the more recent releases. Sometimes help found from the past 2 years may not have been useful with the current time because those were using outdated library versions, now deprecated in the present time in favor of the current library, which may have completely different functions or even variables from what used merely 2 years ago.

When it comes to Firestore, queries are not very robust for querying subcollections. The reason why there is a Public Collection used for queries anyone can make on the data is that at the time of this writing, there is not a way to query multiple subcollections of the image metadata on Firestore for each user. Meaning that there was not a way to query multiple users’ subcollection, which in the case of Cat Tracks, would be to get the geopoints for all the different images. Thus, this leads to data being replicated for the sake of the public being able to view activity going on throughout Cat Tracks. Another limitation also with Firestore is that it is not able to calculate a radius for the geolocation, meaning it is not able to populate a radius of all the different geopoints of where people have uploaded pictures. The way around this is to use a range for latitude and longitude, but this would be a robust way to include all the points within a radius that contain an image.

An additional limitation with Firebase was Cloud Storage. On the mobile app for Cat Tracks, there was no way to display all the images from a user’s Storage. The images were displayed using the download
URL of the associated Firestore metadata for each of the user’s stored images. This has a chance of inconsistency problems because it assumes that when an image was uploaded to Storage, the download URL was also written to Firestore. However, if there were any issues between the image getting uploaded to Cloud Storage and writing the download URL to Firestore, there could be a chance where the download URL was not written to Firestore. Therefore, the image would not appear on the mobile app when retrieve all the user’s images. The Image Viewer screen on the mobile application relies on the image URL existing for each image uploaded to Firebase with how it takes from a user’s image collection and uses the imageUrl field to display the image on the screen along with its associated metadata. If there happens to not be an entry for the image written to Firestore, the image will not show up on the Image Viewing screen.

However, on the web application for Firebase, it is possible to display all the images taken from the Storage that a user has. Thus, this is more of a limitation on the Firebase library for Flutter rather than Firebase itself.
VI. Future Work

Some future works can be done to Cat Tracks. One idea is to implement a “karma point” system where users can “like” an image to accumulate the amount of likes for a user. Once a user reaches a certain threshold for the number of likes, they can become a trusted user.

Another possible addition is adding more features to the web application aspect of Cat Tracks. The development of Cat Tracks was more focused on the mobile application, with the nature of it being an app that people would use on their phones to take pictures of wildlife and upload it to the net. So, development on a web application for Cat Tracks was limited to just showing a map and testing out Firebase functionality to make sure that the backend infrastructure of Firebase was working properly. Such as uploading simple pictures to make sure Cloud Storage and Firestore were working as intended and to see how Firebase works in general.

Cat Tracks has been built in such a way that additional features can be added to it. One possible addition is adding classification so when a user goes to upload a picture there can be tag suggestions to be included as part of the metadata based on what other users have tagged for similar-looking animals. Besides, in the future, if the technology for recognizing the same animal improves, it may even be used to track when an individual animal has been spotted and where it was last found. This would truly give a better sense of tracking wild mountain lions. Going along with this, another possibility is similar to what Ahn et al. [1] used, where they had participants manually classify images with the goal of having every image on the internet labeled. They made it as a game with two players trying to guess what the other player is labeling the image as, and the image itself has a count of how many times it has been labeled with a word. For Cat Tracks, there can be a screen using the public collection where users can manually label the image with words, they feel is appropriate with it.
Another future idea is the ability of importing or exporting data from other systems such as Zooniverse [16], which is a collaborative research web portal, where users participate in assisting the studies made by other researchers. Not only could there be an exchange of data with Zooniverse, but there may also even be the possibility of getting users to help with the labeling images uploaded to Cat Tracks.

Furthermore, when 5G becomes more commonly used throughout the world, there may be more advantages to enhance the performance of Cat Tracks by using the new technologies with the increase in cellular network speed. Since Cat Tracks is a platform that uses crowdsourcing, it can be extended to include many other new features.
VII. Conclusion

This paper proposed a crowdsourced data collection and management system called Cat Tracks, that is built on Firebase from Google. The purpose of this system was to create a way to track where mountain lions were found roaming in the area to reduce the amount of roadkill for mountain lions, which is considered the biggest killer of mountain lions in the state of California. This paper served as a case study of researching newer technologies that may enhance building a system for the purpose of crowdsourcing and collecting and managing data. This comes from both using Firebase as the backend service and using Flutter for developing the mobile app to work with Firebase. Firebase provided a platform-as-a-service used to collect and manage data obtained using the mobile application of Cat Tracks. The mobile app of Cat Tracks was built using Flutter from Google, which is a cross-platform UI toolkit, made so development of the app only needed one codebase. The emergence of cross-platform development is so developers can reduce time on developing apps by only having one codebase instead of multiple individual codebases for each different platform. So rather than having separate code for iOS and Android, it can be developed and run natively on both by using Flutter. As technology improves over time, there is hope that a system like Cat Tracks may contribute to the preservation of wildlife.
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